Engineering out motion: a surface disulfide bond alters the mobility of tryptophan 22 in cytochrome b5 as probed by time-resolved fluorescence and 1H NMR experiments.
In the accompanying paper [Storch et al. (1999) Biochemistry 38, 5054-5064] equilibrium denaturation studies and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to investigate localized dynamics on the surface of cytochrome b5 (cyt b5) that result in the formation of a cleft. In those studies, an S18C:R47C disulfide mutant was engineered to inhibit cleft mobility. Temperature- and urea-induced denaturation studies revealed significant differences in Trp 22 fluorescence between the wild-type and mutant proteins. On the basis of the results, it was proposed that wild type populates a conformational ensemble that is unavailable to the disulfide mutant and is mediated by cleft mobility. As a result, the solvent accessibility of Trp 22 is decreased in S18C:R47C, suggesting that the local environment of this residue is less mobile due to the constraining effects of the disulfide on cleft dynamics. To further probe the structural effects on the local environment of Trp 22 caused by inhibition of cleft formation, we report here the results of steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence quenching, differential phase/modulation fluorescence anisotropy, and 1H NMR studies. In Trp fluorescence experiments, the Stern-Volmer quenching constant increases in wild type versus the oxidized disulfide mutant with increasing temperature. At 50 degrees C, KSV is nearly 1.5-fold greater in wild type compared to the oxidized disulfide mutant. In the reduced disulfide mutant, KSV was the same as wild type. The bimolecular collisional quenching constant, kq, for acrylamide quenching of Trp 22 increases 2.7-fold for wild type and only 1.8-fold for S18C:R47C, upon increasing the temperature from 25 to 50 degrees C. The time-resolved anisotropy decay at 25 degrees C was fit to a double-exponential decay for both the wild type and S18C:R47C. Both proteins exhibited a minor contribution from a low-amplitude fast decay, consistent with local motion of Trp 22. This component was more prevalent in the wild type, and the fractional contribution increased significantly upon raising the temperature. The fast rotational component of the S18C:R47C mutant was less sensitive to increasing temperature. A comparison of the 1H NMR monitored temperature titration of the delta-methyl protons of Ile 76 for wild type and oxidized disulfide mutant, S18C:R47C, showed a significantly smaller downfield shift for the mutant protein, suggesting that Trp 22 in the mutant protein experiences comparatively decreased cleft dynamics in core 2 at higher temperatures. Furthermore, comparison of the delta'-methyl protons of Leu 25 in the two proteins revealed a difference in the ratio of the equilibrium heme conformers of 1.2:1 for S18C:R47C versus 1.5:1 for wild type at 40 degrees C. The difference in equilibrium heme orientations between wild type and S18C:R47C suggests that the disulfide bond affects heme binding within core 1, possibly through damped cleft fluctuations. Taken together, the NMR and fluorescence studies support the proposal that an engineered disulfide bond inhibits the formation of a dynamic cleft on the surface of cyt b5.